Hugo Gamefi
The GameFi’ed Hugo NFT Drop

Hugo’s Nest
Hugo has nested somewhere in the metaverse floating around on the Binance
Smart Chain and is inviting all users of the Hugo Ecosystem to come together and
hatch the Eggs to release them into the Metaverse.
Hatching an egg will grant access to
Hugo’s Spaceverse, an adventurous
space mystery that Hugo’s troops need to
solve by gathering knowledge, skills and
resources.
Our game will frequently be updated so
we request our players to frequently give
proposals and updates for contributing
towards development & creative.Hugo
comes in many forms and the user
chooses themself what type of egg they
will hatch and mint. We are launching our
NFT and game on the Binance Smart Chain
and look forward to utilizing the efficiency
of the Binance ecosystem regarding gas
fees.This will also allow us to explore
untapped territory with gameplay on
chain.

Egg Store
The egg store will be used to purchase Hugo NFTs, every egg type will have a
different look, the way your egg looks will also decide on what the body of your
NFT looks like (including different facial expressions). There will not be any limits
on eggs, as long as there is supply for the NFT collection (10.000) any egg can be
purchased. This way NFT bodies will be distributed based on demand.

Purchasing with Hugo will be at a 10% discount. In comparison to full price in BUSD
or BNB. Purchase is possible in HUGO, BUSD and BNB.
Types of eggs and prices:
Hugo eggs (35 BUSD): these will be classic Hugo eggs, users will have the option to
choose the following facial expressions. Normal, sad, mad,
happy, greedy and silly.
Cockerel eggs 70$:
Hugo in it’s full grown form
Mutated Eggs 120$:
Three mutated eggs. Humanoid, Zombie and Skeleton
E.T Eggs 150$:
Eggs with extraterrestrial life These will consist of an Alien
egg and a Robot egg.
Crypto Eggs 200$
The best crypto stereotypes in egg form.
You can choose between: Ape, Doge and Frog.
After purchasing the egg goes to inventory.
Incubator should be used to start the hatching
process.

The Vault
In the vault you will be able to collect resources that will influence the hatching
process.
Depending on how much Hugo you stake you will receive your consumable or
incubator.
After 5 days of staking you get the choice to collect your consumable or incubator.
•
•
•

Stake +250.000 Hugo or more and obtain Level 3 Resources
Stake +100.000 Hugo or more and obtain Level 2 Resources
Stake +50.000 Hugo or more and obtain Level 1 Resources

Staking rewards:
Every 5 days you get the possibility to collect a reward, each time you get the
option to collect an incubator or a
consumable
Consumables could be used 1 time,
incubators could be used 5 times.
Every incubator (except lvl 0) can be
obtained once.
Only 1 incubator and consumable
can be used for 1 egg. That means
no double incubators on 1 egg.
After staking, the vault reward
counter flushes to 0.
Consumables will give you the
option to generate your NFT with
the attributes of your choice after
hatching.

Consumable levels and their attributes:
No consumable: Body + shirt+ background
Level 1 consumable: all the above +hat
Level 2 consumable: all the attributes from level 1 + glasses
Level 3 consumable: all the attributes from level 2 + accessory
Hatching time
Nest Box level 0 -> 10 Days Per Hatch
Level 1 Incubator -> 5 Days per Hatch
Level 2 Incubator -> 4 days Per Hatch
Level 3 Incubator -> 3 days Per Hatch

Minting
The minting process should be
comparable to a dress up game or
character selection game where you go
through various steps and where you
select the attributes of your NFT, once
the attributes are selected you get to
name your NFT and the ability to add a
description to your NFT.
After minting the NFT, these should be
moved to the wallet section, Which will be called Hugo’s Farm. This is where we will
introduce more features in a later stage.

Congratulations on your new NFT(s)!

Hugo’s Spaceverse
Hugo’s Spaceverse will consist of a digital cyberspace where users can roam
through different planets and places. Search through space to gather experience in
actions like: martials arts, power training, vitality or sharp shooting. Arming yourself
with different weapons, armor or machinery. Or become a master at exploring
space to gather resources for surviving or even engineering.

Naturally all of this will require preparation and many experiences and quests
will build towards unlocking different features and discovering many areas in
Spaceverse. Leveling your skills will allow many benefits and the items that you
obtain can be held in your bag or in the vault. Hugo NFT will also give you access to
many unique features like drop parties or clan building.
The unique play to earn mechanism will reward players in Hugo’s Space Market
where you can sell your loot, or purchase some item that you might require for a
quest.
Many resources that can be gathered
through Spaceverse for example
minerals like: lithium, sulfate, zinc,
starseed and even aether dust. And also
tools for skilling, lasers, machines and
weapons to defend yourself in space.
Healing and strengthening will be built
through a strict and nutritious space diet
that will consist of many plants, fluids
and various protein resources. For the
collectors of digital precious objects it will
be surely interesting to safeguard their
mining loots like precious stones and
gems into the vault or even trade them to
some collector on the market.

Hugo
DAO
The Hugo DAO will play a
grand role in decentralizing the
game, this will encourage our
community to help us build and
manage our development based
on their requirements.
The Hugo governance token
which is your pass for voting
on the platform and many
more other in game utilities like
earning, staking, trading items.
Will handle our DAO’s treasury for future project management as tournaments,
brand collaborations and community distribution.
Our main objective is to build a fun and adventurous role playing game filled with
lots of mysterious and intriguing gameplay, lore and graphics.
DAO stands for Decentralized Autonomous Organization, similar to companies
like Uber and Tesla. The difference, however, lies in the fact that it is autonomous.
Hugo works transparently and without any human intervention. Instead, it is run by
programming code, written on top of smart contracts on the BSC. Unlike centralized
fiat currencies, Hugo is created for and with the community. We give you, as a
boss, the opportunity to shape the organization. Being able to use Hugo as your
governance token to vote on future contracts and product development. With the
absence of a hierarchical structure any innovative idea can be put forward, and all
of our bosses are exactly that: bosses!

Governance Token
In traditional governance systems
decisions are made unilaterally or in
some cases by a board. A governance
token is a way to provide rules,
direction, stability, boundaries and order
in a cryptocurrency ecosystem. Being
a direct form of democracy, holders of
Hugo can vote directly on proposals
that affect the future ecosystem. It gives
everyone a seat at the table, making
everyone a boss. The future of the
platform is in the hands of the holders
and bosses, giving them the right to vote
for all things technical, financial, creative,
goodwill, etc. The Hugo governance
token is incredibly powerful because it
allows people to control the operation of
the Decentralized Financial Protocol. A
token that can be traded, swapped, exchanged AND gives you a seat at the table of
decision-making? And don’t forget the fact that Hugo is deflationary meaning there
will be more and more scarcity over time. What a guy, that Hugo.

Community
Hugo is a community project by heart and will
take this as a main principal during the future
development of the project. Hugo holders are
considered as the Bosses.

